Note: This instrument can only be used with Buccal Tubes that have welding flanges!

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

1. Insert blade into mesial edge of tube.
2. Position blade PARALLEL TO ARCHWIRE SLOT and match the torque of tube to prevent damage to archwire slot.
3. Insert pointed tip of blade into mesial end of cap.
4. Ratchet handle toward the teeth to peel cap. Continue procedure until cap is nearly removed. Do not peel cap completely from tube.
5. Use Weingart Pliers to gently peel the cap off the tube.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CHANGING BLADES

*For increased safety, it is recommended that a Weingart Pliers be used to hold the blade during removal and replacement of blades.

1. Grasp tip of worn blade with pliers.
2. Raise the base of the blade over the “blade-lock” on the handle.
3. Apply upward pressure to pull blade off handle.
4. Grasp tip of new blade with pliers and position notch directly over the blade-lock.
5. Apply downward pressure to insert blade. Blade will catch grooves on either side on handle.
6. Continue pushing blade toward the handle until it is fully seated and firmly secured.